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ABSTRACT
The authors report an examination of Limbu poets’ experiences of using Facebook
to share Limbu poems expecting to promote their Indigenous language, literature,
and culture, and preserve Indigenous identities. We employed online semistructured interviews with participants and observation of their Facebook walls to
gather qualitative data. We discuss how the Limbu poets attempted to promote
their Limbu language through Facebook. Limbu poets used their Indigenous
poems to inform and promote the value of their language and to preserve
Indigenous cultural values. The poetic creation in the Limbu language received
significant responses from readers, however, far less than the poems in Nepali and
English. This result may have occurred because many members of the Limbu
community might not have understood Limbu poems. It demonstrates the decline
of Limbu, one of the Indigenous languages in Nepal, and the challenge of
preserving and promoting the language. Limbu poets’ more organized and
innovative ways of using Facebook for promoting their Indigenous language may
help them achieve their aim to restore their language.

Keywords: Facebook, Limbu poets, Indigenous language, Marginalized
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INTRODUCTION
Facebook, which was initially used to connect students at Harvard
University, has become a global social networking website (Capua, 2012). The
platform hosts nearly three billion users who exchange ideas and communicate
with each other (Hutchinson, 2020). Facebook has become a common media
source to share feelings and events publicly, teach students from home and discuss
issues with members in closed groups (Giri & Rana, 2022). Teachers, writers, and
researchers communicate their rhetorical writings, poems, and expressions about
socio-cultural values and academic discourse through social media (DePew, 2011).
Many people use Facebook for personal and mass communication, and educational
activities (Aydin, 2012). Social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and
LinkedIn strengthen the scholarship of teachers, researchers, and students by
increasing their academic communications (Sauter, 2014). Social media including
Facebook can be a tool to strengthen relationships, ease communication and get
entertainment (Kosinski et al., 2015; Rana, 2022). Facebook has become a medium
to develop relationships with people, advertise businesses, and teach students.
Every medium of communication helps create an imaginative relationship
between authors and their audiences (Brake, 2012). Writers can share their
academic activities on personal blogs to attain self-directed satisfaction and
communicate ideas through various pieces of writing such as poetic verses and
lyrics with imagined audiences. Facebook and other social media platforms can
help writers publish their literary arts and increase their popularity. However,
Hanusch and Tandoc (2019) argue that responses from readers to writers’ content
on social media determine their level of engagement on social media and increase
their number of followers. Diverse responses from readers on social media
generate a distinct digital cultural heritage (Bareket-Bojmel et al., 2016). The
growing use of Facebook has attracted researchers to study emerging cultures
through the use of social networking sites. In recent years, it has become a medium
for sharing Indigenous culture, language, and arts in Nepal. However, Phyak
(2015) argues that Facebook language policing (i.e., homogeneity of language) in
Nepal does not provide diverse space for linguistic heterogeneity and flexibility
but creates monolingual ideologies which enforce hegemony. The iconization of
Nepali as a national language and English as a language of technology and
universal market narrows the language space for minoritized people to use their
native languages on Facebook and in other spaces (Phyak, 2015). Sharma (2012),
for example, reports that college students create their bilingual identity by blending
local and English languages on Facebook. Although rare, Indigenous languages
are present on Facebook walls, as Facebook has somewhat become a space for
Indigenous languages in recent years. However, Limbu, one of the 129 Indigenous
languages in Nepal (Khabarhub, 2022), is rarely seen on Facebook walls. Although
the Limbu language has its script, dictionary, and grammar, the systematic
exclusion of Indigenous languages including Limbu from education and official
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functions for centuries (Phyak, 2015) jeopardized its presence on social media as
one such consequence.
This paper examines Limbu poets’ use of Facebook to promote their
Indigenous language through poetic creations. The analysis of Limbu poets’
experiences of using Facebook to share Limbu poems and the discourses obtained
from Facebook walls of both poets and other participants is reported in this paper.
This study is noteworthy because it opens a new way of conducting social media
research by exploring Facebook discourses about an ethnic language. We also
attempt to examine how the social media interaction between Limbu poets and
their readers contributes to building a distinct digital ethnic culture.
Creative Discourse on Social Media
Social networking websites have become common tools to develop
communities of learning and where people share ideas publicly (Kuss & Griffiths,
2017). For example, studies in Saudi Arabia (Al-Jarf, 2015, 2018) reported that
Arabian Facebook users shared poems, short stories, feelings, personal
experiences, and proverbs written in literary style. Wu and colleagues (2016)
found that social media produced social, informative and habitual capital which
increased users’ creative performance on social network sites in Taiwan. In their
study in Taiwan, Chai and Fan (2017) reported that the use of social media helped
the students of design education increase their creativity. Moreover, Rahmah
(2018) found that Quick, a video editing app, and Instagram provided students with
a digital platform for creative writing to enhance their learning experiences and
writing in English in Indonesia. Similarly, Ali and colleagues (2019) revealed that
teamwork on social media increased the efficiency of a team’s creative knowledge
and performance in China. Creativity and innovation on social media rely on
technology (Ratten, 2017). Some studies (Flew, 2018; Miller, 2016) demonstrate
that social media provides enthusiasts with unique and innovative opportunities
for extending their social connection and sharing creative art and product.
How social media operators use these platforms to publish their art
increases the value of social media for communicating ideas (Miller, 2016). For
example, Li and Duan (2018) found that the blog, Weibo, played an important role
in promoting cultural sites and museums in China. Marchukov (2016) discussed
how the use of websites and social media strengthened the cultural diplomacy of
Germany and Japan. Especially, both the countries chose their official websites
and social media platforms to share and promote their cultures and arts and it
helped to promote their national culture abroad. Kavakci and Kraeplin’s (2016)
study demonstrated that Muslim women living in European countries constructed
online identities by using Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube as tools to advertise
fashionable hijab (a religious scarf to cover a woman’s head and hair). The authors
argued that, although the publicly visible women’s presentation of hijabs would
not represent all those typically used hijabs across all Muslim communities, the
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technological advancement changed religious beliefs, traditions, and values. The
growing use of social media for personal, professional, and social communications
has also transferred and made socio-cultural properties visible across the world
(Meikle, 2016).
Indigenous Languages on Social Media
Some researchers have focused on social media posts to analyze the
presence of Indigenous languages (Outakoski et al., 2018; Rice et al., 2016). For
example, we know that the presence of Maori, a minority language of New
Zealand, on social media increasingly promoted the development and preservation
of the language (Keegan et al., 2015; Waitoa et al., 2015). Lindgren and Cocq
(2017) reported that Twitter enabled marginalized communities to communicate
with other similar groups and share their common interest on a global scale.
However, Wyburn (2018) found that the dominant use of English on social media
imperilled the Welsh language in Ireland. Some studies reported that hashtag
tweets in Welsh, Irish, and Frisian languages significantly increased the use of
these languages (Ferré-Pavia et al., 2018; McMonagle et al., 2019). Similar studies
(Jongbloed-Faber et al., 2016; Jongbloed-Faber et al., 2017) in the Netherlands
identified that the use of Frisian and Dutch languages on Twitter rapidly attracted
the speakers of these languages and increased the number of followers.
Social media has become a powerful tool to promote Indigenous
languages in many countries. For example, Facebook became instrumental in the
process of revitalising Maya, an Indigenous language in Mexico (Cru, 2015). In
particular, the use of Spanish and Maya together on Facebook functioned as a
language lesson for youths. The strategy of making Maya visible on Facebook, a
bottom-up approach, significantly increased the number of Maya users and the
chance of increasing legitimacy from the government. Similarly, Stern (2017)
found that Facebook groups are an effective tool to encourage the use of Balinese
in Indonesia. Especially, her strategy of following those who did not want to join
Balinese Facebook group increased the number of members particularly teens in
the group and the likelihood that they would continue to use Balinese as their main
language. Deschene (2019) reported that the use of social media and websites to
share audio-visual materials of Coptic, an endangered Egyptian language, attracted
a significant number of viewers and most viewers expressed an interest in learning
the language. Other studies found that the use of social media for the revival of
Indigenous languages such as Maori in New Zealand (Lee, 2018), Udmurt in
Russia (Pischlöger, 2016) and Low German in northern Germany (Wiggers, 2017)
significantly promoted the use of these languages in common communications in
the respective countries. For the promotion of Indigenous languages, Belmar and
Glass (2019) suggest Indigenous people consistently boost their virtual
communication on social media. These studies indicate how social media help
promote and preserve Indigenous languages. Unfortunately, there is limited
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literature particularly focused on the use of Indigenous language in poetic arts on
social media.
Narrative, Identity Construction, and Blogging Status on Social Media
Some scholars have focused their study on identity construction, story
posts, and blogging updates on social media. For example, Dayter (2015) and Page
(2010) revealed that short narrative stories on social media were not literary work,
but they were sources to understand the concepts of narrative theory. Jeon and
Mauney (2014) reported that political face work on social media was intended to
negotiate and discuss the online identity of communicators and to keep the face
stable by bringing a new strategy. Gündüz (2017) argues that status updates on
social media are mainly related to identity construction, positioning oneself among
friends and building cultural identities. Alsaggaf (2015), for example, reported that
Saudi women’s use of the Arabian language on social media to share their sociocultural activities helped them establish their identity. Shlezak (2015) investigated
that narrative writing on Facebook helped adults construct new social identities.
Gonzalez-Polledo and Tarr (2016) reported a significant contribution of Flickr and
Tumblr apps to develop communities of common language users.
Micro-blogging and status updates on social media which belong to local
languages and literacy practices are usually not included in the curricular activities
of educational institutions and the government (Zhang & Ren, 2020). For example,
Outakoski and colleagues (2018) reported that, although Sapmi, an Indigenous
language in northern Europe, was systematically used on Twitter, blogs, YouTube
videos, and personalized mobile apps to attract native speakers, it did not get a
significant number of readers. Sharma and Phyak (2017) argue that the exclusion
of Indigenous languages from education and official functions, and the imposition
of the English language in education in Nepal have jeopardized Indigenous
languages. However, McDaniel and colleagues (2012) earlier suggested that the
use of one’s mother tongue on social media to share ideas and creations would help
develop a bond among the speakers of the languages and preserve minority
languages. In particular, social media can be an instructional tool for learners of
Indigenous languages (Carpenter & Krutka, 2015). For example, Guta and Karolak
(2015) reported that Saudi Arabian women’s blogging in the Arabian language
enabled them to build a strong community of their language and fight against the
hegemony of foreign languages. Liu and colleagues (2016) emphasize that the use
of minority languages on web blogs can motivate their speakers to explore local
values, cultures, and identities. Li and colleagues (2018) argue that web blogs can
be instrumental to preserve the diversity of language, culture, and traditions.
Current Study
In absence of local literature, international studies provide a picture of how
the use of various social media platforms helped promote the use of Indigenous
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languages. In particular, the use of Facebook to share Arabic poems, stories, and
personal experiences in Saudi Arabia (Al-Jarf, 2018), other social media platforms
to preserve Maori in New Zealand (Keegan et al., 2015; Waitoa et al., 2015), and
the use of Twitter to promote the Frisian and Dutch languages (Jongbloed-Faber
et al., 2016; Jongbloed-Faber et al., 2017) significantly increased the use of those
Indigenous languages. Moreover, the practice of Facebook to revitalize an
Indigenous language in Mexico (Cru, 2015) and encourage the use of Balinese in
Indonesia (Stern, 2017) are related to the purpose of the current study: to examine
how Facebook would help Limbu poets to preserve Limbu language, culture, and
literature. The following research questions were posed: (1) What are Limbu poets’
experiences of using Facebook to share Limbu poems? (2) What is the perception
of Limbu speakers towards Limbu poets’ use of Facebook to share Limbu poems?
and (3) What is Limbu speakers’ motivation towards their mother tongue?
METHODS
Participants
The participants in this study were Limbu Indigenous people who spoke
Limbu as their mother tongue and Nepali as a link language (i.e., a language to
communicate with other language speakers). Participants also used Facebook to
share Limbu poems or comment on other poems on Facebook. Their age ranged
from 25 to 50. Some participants from Nepal lived in the Eastern Hills of the
country or lived in cities after migrating from the Eastern Hills. Participants from
Sikkim (a state of India bordered by Nepal) resided in villages and cities.
We selected participants based on their use of Facebook to post and
comment on Limbu poetry. In particular, we focused on those who used Facebook
at least once a week to post or comment on poems. Participants were four Limbu
poets and four readers. Most participants were from Nepal, while three Limbu
poets were from Sikkim. Table 1 summarizes the participants’ demographics.
Participants’ names are replaced by pseudonyms to maintain anonymity.
Table 1
Participant Location and Demographic Information
Participant
Sese (Poet)
Parajungung
(Poet)
Seri (Poet)
Khohang (Poet)

Location
Panchthar District (Middle East
Nepal: Hills)
Panchthar District (Middle East
Nepal: Hills)
Panchthar District (Middle East
Nepal: Hills)
Jhapa District (South-East Nepal:
Terai)
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Sex
Male

Age
31

Male

40

Male

28

Male

45

Parajung (Reader)
Larang (Reader)
Niyara (Reader)
Semi (Reader)
Pahang (Poet)
Mukla (Poet)
Sesephung (Poet)

Panchthar District (Middle East
Nepal: Hills)
Tehrathum District (Middle East
Nepal: Hills)
Ilam District (Middle East Nepal:
Hills)
Dhankuta District (Middle East
Nepal: Hills)
Sikkim (North-East State, India)
Sikkim (North-East State, India)
Sikkim (North-East State, India)

Male

35

Male

36

Male

34

Male

36

Male
Male
Male

48
44
36

Research Instrument
An interview protocol was used to conduct interviews with the
participants. A list of questions guided the interviews and issues raised by
participants during the interviews were used to continue the conversation. The
questions posed to participants are listed in Table 2.
Table 2
Interview Questions
Lead questions to poets are as follows:
a. How is your experience of using Facebook to share Limbu poems?
b. In what ways do you promote the use of the Limbu language?
c. Why do you choose Facebook to share Limbu poems?
e. What is your expectation of writing Limbu poems and sharing them on
Facebook?
f. If you expect to preserve the Limbu language, culture and literature
through poems, how does it work?
g. Which script do you often use to write and share poems?
h. If you prefer to use the Limbu script, why?
Lead questions to readers of Limbu poems are as follows:
a. How is your perception of sharing Limbu poems on Facebook?
b. What do you think about the contribution of Limbu poems in the
preservation of Limbu language, culture and literature?
c. In what ways do you respond to Limbu poets?
d. How is your perception of using Facebook to share Limbu poems?
e. If you expect to preserve the Limbu language, culture and literature
through poems, how does it work?
f. Which script do you often use to comment on poems?
g. If you prefer to use the Limbu script, why?
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Although a specific rating scale or a checklist was not used to observe the
poets and readers’ activities on Facebook walls, our observation was guided by the
language they used, the content they discussed, and prompt comments and replies.
In addition, the issues raised in the interviews also led to our observation of
participants’ Facebook walls.
Procedure
After we obtained ethics approval from our institution, we recruited
participants by identifying potential participants through Facebook. We obtained
informed consent by emailing both information sheet and consent form through
email. We asked participants to accept our friend request on their Facebook
accounts, which allowed us to view their Facebook walls and communicate
through messenger. We then sent a request through Facebook Messenger to about
15 Limbu poets and 15 readers of Limbu poems on Facebook asking for their
participation with the hope that we would recruit eight poets and four readers of
Limbu poems. Only seven poets expressed interest in participating in this study
and four readers participated.
We used qualitative research methods to examine Limbu poets’
experiences using Facebook to share Limbu poems with Limbu speakers. We
employed online semi-structured interviews and observation which allowed us to
gather Limbu poets and their poem readers’ experiences of using Facebook to
share Limbu poems and comment on them. Online semi-structured interviews
were conducted with the participants on multiple occasions by using a mobile
phone and Facebook Messenger. The voice feature of Facebook Messenger was
used to interview participants as the video was not used. All the interviews were
recorded on a mobile phone. The interview protocol was administered in Limbu.
Conducting an observation of participants’ Facebook posts and comments
strengthened the interview data. Participants’ Facebook walls were followed for
about three months. The first author visited participants’ Facebook walls daily to
note Limbu poets’ shared content and to see readers’ comments on poets’ poems.
Poets and Limbu poetry readers’ comments on Facebook were recorded on a
smartphone and also stored on a laptop. Specifically, screenshots of their public
communications on their personal Facebook were stored on these devices.
Data Analysis
We analyzed interview and observation data following the principles of
thematic analysis. First, the first author, who speaks Limbu, transcribed interview
audio records and translated them into the English language. Then, we generated
themes and organized the data into those themes. In particular, an inductive coding
scheme (Braun & Clarke, 2006) helped identify themes, organize the data gathered
through interviews and observations, and analyze the data. We read various
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archived documents such as journal articles, books, reports, theses, and websites
against the data gathered through interviews and observations.
FINDINGS
This section demonstrates the data analysis of interviews and observations
by its outstanding themes.
Limbu speakers’ perception of using Facebook to promote Limbu language
Observations of Limbu poets’ Facebook posts and their poetry readers’
responses, and interviews with them showed that most participants significantly
used Facebook for approaching readers. Because it is the most popular social
networking site in Nepal (Giri & Rana, 2022), they preferred Facebook to other
social media platforms. Participants identified it as highly accessible for readers,
as responses from the virtual world are not possible in the traditional way of
publishing and printing books. For example, Sese, a poet, said:
There is an increasing number of readers of creations in the Limbu
language on Facebook. Our collective creations on Facebook have
created some literary trends worldwide. I am very satisfied with the
responses of the audience. I hope I will get more Limbu readers.
Sese’s comment indicated that there are some Limbu speakers, who
followed Limbu language poets. The poems that appeared on Facebook created
literary trends and movement because Limbu speakers had a sense of affection and
pride in their mother tongue. They found that the audience liked their poems,
which motivated them to create poetry and post them on social media. However,
few participants among the poets were practicing writing and post poems in more
than one language. For example:
They read and liked my poems. Some hit likes by reading and others
without reading. I have got friends from different language
communities like Nepali, Magar and Rai. When I post Nepali
poems, I get likes and comments from Nepali language users.
(Pahang, poet)
Pahang’s expression reflected that Limbu poets kept the audience in their
minds while posting their poems on social media. They posted short poems in
Limbu and Nepali languages to reach both language speakers. Their strategy of
using both languages provides a picture of how Limbu poets tried to develop their
popularity and gain higher social respect from wider communities. Poets remained
active in posting their poems on Facebook because they believed the readers were
engaged in the poems they shared. Parajungung, a poet, said:
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There are many readers of Limbu poems posted on Facebook.
Facebook seems a friendly place for those poets who are from
Indigenous communities. Nowadays, when they post their poems,
they immediately get responses. So, they prefer to use social media
to reach readers.
His expression reflected that he, an Indigenous poet, intended to promote
the value of the Limbu language through the development of poetry and increase
the awareness of the language in the community. The increasing reactions to the
Limbu poems on Facebook indicated the growth of people’s awareness of the
Limbu language as well as the creation of poetry. For example, Larang, a reader
of Limbu poems on Facebook, said:
I have responded to the poems on Facebook. I often hit like and
comments but sometimes I don’t get a response from poets. I
comment in Limbu and many others also use Limbu. This is how
we can promote the use of Limbu in conversations.
His comments provided a much clearer picture of how Limbu poets’
Facebook approach contributed to increasing the use of the Limbu language in the
discourses on Facebook. His idea would have motivated many other Limbu
speakers to use their mother tongue in common communication too.
Mother Language Motivation
We explored Limbu poets’ expectation to restore Limbu, one of the
endangered Indigenous languages in Nepal, and develop Limbu literature and
culture. Poets appreciated that Facebook was an appropriate and friendly tool for
sharing creative writings in the mother language. They were aware that on social
media they could rapidly spread their poems and get immediate responses from
readers. Their strategy of using two languages (Nepali and Limbu) increased their
social connection within Nepal and across the world with people who could read
their poems. Parajung, a reader of Limbu poem, said:
Nowadays Limbu poets even can use Sirijunga script on webs and
social media because it is already registered in Unicode. I find even
the poems and comments in Sirijunga script. Facebook is one of the
best tools to make Limbu people aware of their language.
Parajung’s observation about the Limbu poets’ space on Facebook
indicates that they were well-informed about social media and its capacity to
connect with many people. His comment provided a clear picture of how the
Limbu poem was expected to increase the value of the Limbu language and
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promote its use. Facebook would have helped them reach the unreached Limbu
community and speakers across the world. They expected that social media
including Facebook would help them develop their mother language, literature,
and culture.
Poets’ expectations of promoting the Indigenous language reflected how
they could preserve their Indigenous identities. They, thus, seemed to choose
Facebook to share Limbu poems as an instrument to make Limbu people aware of
their language, literature, and culture. Facebook was found to support the Limbu
language and its script. The Limbu poets and their readers were able to interact in
their script on Facebook. The responses they received from readers motivated them
to use Facebook to promote their language through poetry.
Only few posts appear in the mother tongue. More writings appear
in English and Nepali on my wall. Though Limbu people are settled
all around the world, only few people are there who can read and
write in their mother tongue. (Mukla, poet)
Mukla’s comment indicates how Limbu language speakers are decreasing
and the language is declining from communities. It indicates that it is essential for
Limbu speakers to seek the inclusion of their Indigenous language in education to
save it. Poets’ initiative of publishing poems in their language has, at some level,
developed an awareness of their Limbu language, culture, and literature. They
could use their own Sirijunga script of the Limbu language on Facebook to let
people know about the unique script. It was observed on their Facebook walls that
few poets and readers could read and interact in their mother tongue. However, the
majority of readers who engaged in interaction used Nepali and English scripts.
Limited comments in Sirijunga script on poems indicated that there were few, who
could understand the Limbu language and were aware of Limbu poems. In
comparison to the writers of Nepali poems, the Limbu poems occupied little space
on Facebook. Seri, a poet, said:
There is no value of Limbu poems as Nepali literature gains, though
we sometimes post better Limbu poems than Nepali poems. I do not
find a friendly environment on Facebook for Indigenous poets like
me. When I post Nepali poems, they get more likes and comments
than my Limbu poems.
It was a difficult job for Limbu poets to promote their Indigenous language
in a context where only Nepali is the language of Education and administration.
Her frustration reflects the grounded reality because most people understand the
Nepali language. The speakers of the Limbu language are fewer, and it gets a
limited number of readers. Limbu poets would have realized that the number of
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speakers determines the promotion of specific literature in a particular language.
Although they consistently published poems in the Limbu language and sometimes
in Nepali, their publication of poems in Nepali received far more responses than
the poems in their Limbu language. This tendency significantly increased poets’
frustration that Limbu, one of the Indigenous languages, may rapidly decline in
the communities. It also indicated that Indigenous poets were underrated and
ignored by many social media users. It might have happened because of the
minority language. In both Nepal and Sikkim, the Nepali language is the language
of communication, education, and office. The Nepali language is dominant over
the Limbu language and Limbu poets received limited responses in their
Indigenous language. Most readers, who were Limbu speakers, were not interested
in creative writing in the mother language. Their expressions reflected that they
would not care about what was shared in their language on Facebook. For example,
Khohang said:
I do not find there is a positive view for those writers, readers, and
mother tongue on Facebook. Facebook users are only in
provocative posts. They are not interested in language, literature,
and culture. Only those close companions react positively but they
do not go thoroughly in my posts. Most of the people from the same
community remain indifferent. They even do not hit like, comment,
and share.
Khonang’s comment indicated that Limbu speakers have a low level of
awareness of their language, literature, and culture. His comment showed the
gradual decline of Limbu and similar Indigenous languages from communities.
Limbu speakers’ lack of interest in their Limbu language poems provides a much
clearer picture of how it is losing social existence. For example, Semi, a reader of
Limbu poem, said:
There are Limbu poets who write in the Nepali language to become
popular but they don’t write in Limbu. Many Limbu people cannot
read the script. There is a lack of awareness of the mother tongue in
the Limbu community. Because of that, a lot of people can’t read
and write in their mother tongue. So, in my opinion, though the
Facebook platform is suitable, Limbu people don’t understand the
importance of literature, culture, and tradition. There are not many
readers for Limbu poems.
Other participants echoed that they saw Indigenous identity in crisis and
the challenges of regaining it. Because the Indigenous languages have been
excluded from education and administration for centuries, an individual effort such
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as the Limbu poets’ initiative in this study might not be adequate to revitalize the
Indigenous languages and restore Indigenous identities. However, the poets in this
study had a high level of motivation to reach out to maximum Limbu speakers with
poems through Facebook, increase their awareness of Indigenous identities, and
restore them.
Facebook as a Means of Restoring Limbu Language, Culture, and
Literature
It was evident from interviews and observations that the Limbu people
expressed their frustration and stress against the decline of social and cultural
identities. At the same time, they showed their will to revive their declining
identities through Facebook. For example, Limbu poets’ Facebook wall showed
their proactive engagement with poetic content where they frequently posted their
poems in their mother language and commented on others’ posts. They appreciated
the interactive features of Facebook such as sharing, commenting, and tagging that
allowed them to reach out to a wide range of readers across the world and promote
the practice of writing poems in their Limbu language. Their expressions reflected
their motivation of gaining space in the formal education for their Indigenous
language and getting justice. For example, Sese, a poet, shared:
These Limbu folk poetic forms are not taught at any universities of
the world but on Facebook, it is possible to study, share, and
comment. Whatever I post on Facebook, I immediately get a reply
which is not possible in the case of printed books. There is a tool to
get a reply and interact with readers on Facebook. It is like a
university.
He wished that the universities would have included the Limbu language
in the curriculum and allowed people to learn about Limbu culture, values, and
arts. Unfortunately, none of such languages is covered by the higher education
curriculum. He, therefore, appreciated Facebook for being a source of sharing and
learning Limbu poems. For example, Parajung, a reader of Limbu poems, said:
In a traditional way of publishing and producing books and
magazines, readers get those things after long, but social media
made it easy to read on their devices. As soon as they post
something on social media, they get responses from the audience.
From those responses, Limbu poets get a chance to improve their
creations.
Parajung’s expression reflected how Facebook became instrumental to
promote the use of the Limbu language and contribute to restoring its declining
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status. Because Facebook allowed Limbu poets to share their literature,
particularly with the people from Limbu communities, the poets were, at some
level, successful to attract many Limbu people to their poems, and increase the
Limbu people’s awareness of their Indigenous language, literature, and culture.
Quick responses from readers helped Limbu poets improve their creations in their
mother tongue and accelerate their initiative of reaching out to maximum readers
across the world. None of the poets had the stress of the number of readers of their
Limbu poems, although they were worried about how the speakers of the Limbu
language are rapidly declining.
I interact with them. Some readers guess the meaning of my poems
and others comment that they do not understand my words. Some
complain that I use myths unknown to them. Many people may not
know typical Limbu terms and phrases. (Sesephung, poet)
Sesephung’s comment provided a picture of why many readers did not
understand the typical poetic language of Limbu. The exclusion of the Limbu
language from education and administration was probably one of the major causes
that prevented Limbu people to learn the typical Limbu language, especially the
poetic genre. Readers who could generally speak the Limbu language were
probably just literate but not highly educated. For example, Sese, a poet said:
Discriminatory language policy has endangered many Indigenous
languages including Limbu. For centuries, only Nepali [has been]
used in administration and as a medium of instruction in education.
Indigenous languages were excluded from education. Instead of
promoting local languages, the government has allowed schools to
use English as a medium of instruction. Although the recent
constitution states the right to basic education in the mother tongue,
it is yet to be implemented.
Future studies can further investigate how Limbu speakers’ level of
education plays a role in their understanding of Limbu poetic language. However,
poets’ comments indicated Limbu speakers’ increasing engagement in the Limbu
language. This suggests that Facebook became instrumental to increase Limbus’
awareness of the Limbu language, culture, and literature.
When I post Nepali poems, I get likes and comments from Nepali
language users. Some readers respond to me by messaging on
Facebook messenger. Some readers give me the advice to publish
those poems in the anthology. Some readers respond by calling me.
(Pahang, poet)
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Pahang sounded that Facebook significantly contributed to the promotion
of Limbu poems which implied the preservation of the Limbu language. Especially
live communication features such as comments and chat allowed both poets and
readers to share their experiences and ideas about poems and their mother
language. Both poets and readers expected that the people of their community
would have channelled their practice of sharing ideas on Facebook to educational
activities to promote the use of the Limbu language in daily communication.
As far as I see the likes and comments on Limbu poets’ poems on
Facebook, I think they are being inspired and praised to move ahead
by the reader audience. Facebook readers seem to encourage them
to create more and post more Limbu poems. I think Limbu poets get
inspiration to keep on creating poems. My comments on their
poems are taken positively by Limbu poets. (Niyara, Reader)
Niyara’s comments provide a picture of how readers’ responses energized
Limbu poets to promote their Indigenous language through Facebook. In
particular, their use of Facebook for sharing Limbu poems was found to be
instrumental and that might have contributed to the Limbu community’s initiative
for restoring their Indigenous language, culture, and literature.
DISCUSSION
Findings suggest that Limbu poets’ interest in publishing their Limbu
poems on Facebook emerged from the motive of promoting the Limbu language.
Limbu poets appreciated Facebook that it allowed them to share their poems and
reach out to a large number of readers, which was not possible in the traditional
way of publishing and printing books. Some poets reported that they intended to
increase the number of readers by posting short poems which would be
comfortable for readers to read. One of the readers observed that Limbu poets had
an increasing readership and quick responses to their poems in the Limbu language
on Facebook. Responses from readers enabled Limbu poets to improve their
creations and increase the number of readers across the world. Limbu poets’
initiative of using Facebook to share their poems in their Limbu language greatly
contributed to the promotion of the Limbu language, literature, and cultural value.
It was, to some extent, consistent with the findings of Bigelow and colleagues
(2017) in the United States, a different context, that the use of social media in
language classrooms enabled students to develop culturally and linguistically rich
content for global audiences.
Mainstream education is based on either Nepali or English or both
languages although students have the right to education in their mother tongue
(Rana, 2018). Some studies (Phyak, 2013; Sah, 2020) suggest ensuring the
implementation of mother-tongue-based education to promote the use of local
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languages and ease teaching and learning in students’ mother tongues. However,
the exclusion of Indigenous languages from education and administration (Rana &
Sah, forthcoming) has alienated those languages from many Indigenous families
and made it difficult to preserve them as Indigenous identities. Thus, Facebook can
be a platform for identity construction (Ditchfield, 2020) and the development of
Indigenous people’s awareness of their language, literature, and culture.
Connecting many Limbu people scattered across the world, however,
seemed to be a challenging job for Limbu poets. Also, many Limbu descendants
might have lost their family language because of the Nepali language (Phyak,
2019). It was evident from interviews that the majority of Facebook users were
more comfortable reading poems in Nepali and English than in Limbu. Moreover,
poems in the Nepali language received more comments than poems in Limbu. It
has happened because the population of Limbu language users is far less than
Nepali speakers. In addition, many people could not read Sirijunga script although
Limbu poets preferred to use their unique script on social media to promote their
language. However, one of the readers observed that only a few poems in Sirijunga
script appeared on his Facebook wall. Readers appreciated interaction in their
Sirijunga script on Facebook. One of the poets, however, expressed his frustration
that most of the elite Limbu people did not show any interest in his poems. Limited
comments on Limbu script poems indicate the gradual decline of the Limbu
language from the communities. Poets and readers’ experiences indicated that
Nepali and English, the dominant languages on social media, influenced Limbu, a
marginalized Indigenous language. The discriminatory language policy that
excluded Indigenous languages from education and administration (Sharma &
Phyak, 2017) might have jeopardized the Limbu language. In this situation,
Igboanusi and Peter (2004) suggest maximizing the use of Indigenous languages
in common communication to revive the endangered languages.
It was evident from interviews and observations that the online
communication feature of Facebook played a significant role to promote and
preserve the Limbu language. Communicative features such as like, share, tag, and
group on Facebook, however, enabled Limbu poets to interact with a large number
of readers. Poets, thus, appreciated the interactive features on Facebook which
enabled them to engage in communication with readers. Some readers observed
that Limbu poets were motivated by immediate responses to their poems on
Facebook. Poets received an increasing number of comments following their
regular posts of Limbu poems on Facebook. It indicated how the number of readers
of Limbu poetry on Facebook was increasing. It reminded the findings of
Honeycutt and Cunliffe (2010) in Wales that Facebook significantly increased the
use of Welsh which gradually came to be a language of common communication.
Although the interactions in the Limbu language on Facebook indicated the
increasing use of the language, it was not visible whether Limbu speakers
increased the use of their Indigenous language in their daily communication.
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Limbu poets, however, were aware of the capacity of social media to reach
many people across the world. They were striving to promote their language and
use it on social media. Limbu poets and their readers were found engaged in
interaction in their language. They were introducing their identical script to their
readers from the Limbu community. However, the use of the Limbu language was
less than the Nepali and English languages on Facebook. This account of
experiences indicated that the minority of Limbu speakers were compelled to use
their mother tongue and another dominant language on social media. This finds a
resonance in the findings of Shafie and Nayan (2013) in Malaysia, a different
context, that, although the Bahasa language was used as a base language on
Facebook walls, English words were frequently mixed in writings. It indicates a
threat from dominant languages such as Nepali to many Indigenous languages
including Limbu that are seeking cultural restoration in Nepal.
Limbu poets, therefore, expressed their frustration that they had limited
Limbu speakers. Most users were indifferent toward creative writing in their
mother language. Limbu poets had a belief that they were found underrated and
ignored by many Facebook users. It indicated that Limbu poetry received a low
level of readers’ attention on Facebook. It, to some extent, resonates with the
findings of Androutsopoulos (2015) who reported that readers always have the
flexibility to choose their comfortable language to communicate on social media
which determines the promotion of the diversity of cultural discourses. The
findings of the present study suggest that many Facebook users, albeit they were
from Limbu communities and could speak their Indigenous language, probably
had a low level of awareness of their language value or were uninterested in their
community language. Limbu poets expressed their frustration that they were
unable to get a highly motivating environment on Facebook for writers and their
creative writing in the Limbu language. Although findings showed the Limbu
people’s increasing awareness of their language, literature, and culture following
the poets’ poems and comments on them, the poets expressed their dissatisfaction
with the level of Limbu speakers’ awareness of their Indigenous identities. They
perceived that the level of effort they applied to restore the Limbu language,
literature, and culture through Facebook was inadequate. They probably needed to
explore a much more innovative way of using Facebook not only for sharing
poems and replying to readers’ comments but also for increasing Limbu speakers’
understanding of their social and cultural identities and participating in their
initiative. It might help them achieve similar to the findings of Velázquez (2017)
in Spain who found that Spanish people preferred to use Spanish on social media
to promote their language and culture. The organized effort of using Facebook
would help promote minority languages (Cunliffe, 2019). Limbu poets in this
study had a low level of expectation that Facebook would help preserve their
Indigenous language as an identity. It indicates the challenges of preserving the
Limbu language and its creative poetic arts. However, the participants in this study
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had a motivation to explore more innovative ideas of utilizing Facebook to develop
an organized effort to promote their Indigenous language, literature, and culture.
CONCLUSION
Limbu poets’ use of Facebook for sharing poems in the Limbu language
was expected to promote their Limbu language, literature, and cultural value. Their
initiatives attracted readers from across the world and there was an increasing
number of readers of their poems on Facebook. They received quick responses
from readers, and it motivated them to share more poems on Facebook. However,
although they had many Limbu speakers connected on Facebook, only a few
people actively engaged in poems and commented on them. In this process, the
online communication features of Facebook played a significant role for Limbu
poets to shape their poetry and engage with readers. Communicative features of
Facebook enabled Limbu poets to reach many readers across the world. The
language feature of Facebook allowed them to introduce and create poems in their
Sirijunga Limbu script and communicate with their readers on Facebook.
However, the users of the Limbu language were compelled to use the Limbu
language and another dominant language – Nepali or English – on Facebook.
Unfortunately, Limbu, an Indigenous language, received far less response than the
Nepali language from readers.
Because the Limbu language is excluded from education and
administration for centuries, it has lost its formal status with the decline of its users.
While Nepali and English are dominantly used on social media including
Facebook, the Limbu language occupied very limited space on Facebook.
However, Limbu poets consistently raised their voice through poems to promote
their Indigenous language, literature, and culture. Nevertheless, they had
frustration following the low-level participation of Limbu speakers in their poems
on Facebook. Many Limbu speakers probably had a low level of awareness of their
language which prevented them from extensively using their language in
communication on Facebook. It indicated the gradual decline of Limbu speakers
and their language. In particular, the Limbu language, one of the endangered
languages in Nepal, may die if it is not timely promoted in education or so. It
suggests including Indigenous languages in education for restorative justice.
Finally, this study included a limited number of participants who were
only identified as male, because we were unable to recruit female participants.
Data from a more diverse sample of participants across more districts of Nepal and
Sikkim may help generate much more powerful findings.
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